
Plain Text Manifesto for Communications O�cer

About me, Stephanie Holmes:

I have been a party member for three years and am excited to finally take the step
in running for the YL Executive. Currently, I am Communications O�cer for Wera
Hobhouse MP, meaning I am responsible for her social media and website output.
At the same time, I am President of the LSE Liberal Democrats and data manager
& editor at the Social Liberal Forum.

Being on the periphery of YL has given me an eye for what needs to change. The
communications plan needs a shake-up and fast.

My plan will deliver a data-backed strategy, a re-brand and coherence.

Let’s break this down:

Strategy
● Design a data-backed, centralised plan for what to post and when.
● Implement the plan to drastically improve our visibility and impact.
● Help all branches implement this by running training sessions.
● Update this regularly for current a�airs for people to refer to, ensuring that

our content is flowing.
● Increase our video and audio content to diversify output and make the

algorithm work for us.
● Orchestrate sessions with the Communications Committee to review the

months stats, discuss room for improvement, and what went well.

Re-brand
● Manage the switch to Fleet. I am already doing this for Wera Hobhouse, and

am committed to making the website coherent with the needs of Young
Liberals.

● The ‘blobs’ are not working, they are inconsistent. A new style guide will be
created to combat this, o�ering a new graphic alternative - subject to the
approval of the Communications Committee.

● Run webinars and Q&A sessions to ensure everyone is confident with the
changes.

Coherence
● Create a large collection of accessible, editable graphics that each branch

can easily use. This not only ensures an even use of branding to improve our
national image, but also saves time for all who would otherwise create
similar graphics from scratch.

● Keep everyone on the same page with a YL News mail-out each month.


